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Team Summary
Spontaneous Combustion (Spontaneous for short) is one of the three teams from
Seminole High School competing in the 201516 game FIRST ResQ. Seminole High
School is located in Seminole, Florida in Pinellas County. Our robotics program places a
strong emphasis on properly following the engineering process, which ultimately results
in a more effective robot design. This notebook describes the daily activities that our
team goes through. Hopefully, it also demonstrates how we used the design process
throughout the course of the season to create the robot we are currently competing
with. Design changes were most significant after competitions. We frequently reach out
to our community, and the funding that we haven't generated on our own through
fundraising events is provided by local businesses. A few of these businesses also have
experienced engineers help mentor our teams. Most of our group regularly meets during
school every weekday, as well as after school on Monday and Wednesday. We also
meet at the houses of members during breaks and before competitions. The members
of Spontaneous Combustion are trained to stand in for each other if another person
cannot do their job, which is a major point of our teamwork capabilities. Right after this
summary, we have laid out the contents of our Engineering Notebook by page number.
Most of our daily entries were recorded for afterschool meetings, with the inclass
meetings being summarized at the end of the week. We have also kept an updated list
of our expenditures, fundraising, and possible future budget items. All three teams at
Seminole High School cooperate to ensure the best possible FTC season for everyone,
and this notebook can, ideally, be seen as a testament to that value.
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Brendon Bethany

Brendon is 16 years old and in 11th grade. This
is his 3rd year in robotics and he has acted as a
builder for all of them. He joined robotics to
compete in a unique technology-driven activity,
and has loved it so far. Besides robotics, he
enjoys listening to music, constructing models,
and playing PC games.

Ben Botham

Ben is 17 years old and is a senior at Seminole.
Outside of classes he plays baseball for our high
school. Billy Joel and Beastie Boys are his favorite
musical artists. After high school he plans on
getting a baseball scholarship and going to
college.

Michael Davis

Michael is 17 and in 12th grade. He is the drum
major of our high school’s marching band and
organizes online charity events. He plays
trombone in the band. Robotics interests him
because of its connection to STEM education. His
favorite memory from the club was how the
uniqueness of his first robotics competition
really grabbed his attention.

Matthew Deer

Matthew is a junior and is 16 years old. FIRST
Res-Q is his first robotics experience, and will be
a builder on our team. He enjoys paintball, video
games, and swimming outside of school. He is
interested in our club because of his curiosity for
mechanics.
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Elizabeth Dorso

Elizabeth is 14 and a freshman at Seminole. Her
first robotics experience was in middle school
where she participated in FLL. She is very
interested in STEM programs, which is the main
reason she joined our club. Besides robotics,
Elizabeth is also in the Asian Culture Club and
enjoys drawing characters from her favorite
shows.

Andre Marroquin

Andre is 15 and in 10th grade. In his free time,
Andre likes to swim, skateboard and play video
games. Last year in robotics he was a builder
and drove at competition. He joined robotics to
become more involved in engineering
technologies and to connect with experienced
mentors. This is his second year in Seminole
robotics.

Sarah Nestler

Sarah is 16 and in 11th grade. She initially joined
robotics because it seemed interesting and that
it provided a hands-on tech experience; this is
her first year in robotics. She is also artistic in
that she writes stories. In the future, she plans to
go into the military as an engineer. Outside of
classes she is on the swim team.

Jordan Oyarce

Jordan is 16 years old and is a junior at Seminole
High. In his time with robotics, he has had a
great time building the robots and driving at
competition. Outside of school he plays soccer
and enjoys writing. After school, he wants to
become an electrician and work towards
becoming an architect or orthodontist.
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Dominic Sambuco

Dominic is a freshman at Seminole high school
and is 15 years old. He joined robotics because
he plans on going into a career that requires
mechanical experience, such as a vehicle
technician or small business owner. He enjoys
motocross when not in school, and hopes to go
to college for engineering.

Jaren Troxel

Jaren is 17 and is in 12th grade. This is his first
year in robotics but has experience using Lego
Mindstorms kits. He joined robotics because of
its value in STEM technology studies and its
scholarship potential. He is in the school’s
marching band and has been there for four
years. Outside of school Jaren enjoys sailing,
windsurfing, and watching sci-fi movies.

Jeffrey Welling

Jeffrey is a senior at Seminole High School and is
17 years old. He has been in robotics for 3 years
and has been a CAD designer so far. He plays
hockey and produces music in his free time. Jeff
joined robotics because of its engineering
connections and unique competition style.
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#1 September 14, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Andre Marroquin, Michael Davis, Dominic Sambuco, Jeffrey Welling, Sarah
Nesler, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Assign duties to all team members, such
as:
❖ Building
❖ Programming
❖ CAD
❖ General captains
➢ Spirit
➢ EN
➢ Outreach
➢ Logistics

Only about half the team that normally meets
during our class was present at this meeting.
Their jobs are basically established so that
wasn’t an issue. A few new members joined
our team today and were assigned a role
after a brief discussion. These new members
were Sarah Nesler and Elizabeth Dorso, and
were assigned as programming and building
respectively.

2. Informed team of “gates”, a series of tasks
given to us by our mentors to prepare for the
season, and assigned team members as
overseers of the process.

The gates were introduced to the new
members, but no definite plans were made for
completing them.

3. Watch the FTC Kickoff video as a group
and discuss possible tactics.

New members seem very excited about the
game concept and were enthusiastic about
innovating the design. Treads were laid out
as an option early on, and everyone liked the
idea of climbing in autonomous and scoring
debris.

4. Identify all ways to score during the game,
according to the video.

The total ways to score as shown in the
Kickoff Animation was 22, will total possible
points being tallied as “lots.”
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Concept drawings of possible robot designs. These show our planning for the treads and an arm idea for
hanging our robot. The hooks in front of the concept on the right were speculated to help us climb the
mountain by grasping onto the churros.

One of the first drawings that depicted how we want to deliver debris to the scoring goals; it shows the
sweeper bringing the debris into a box on our robot, which would then extend out. Initially, our team
looked at sweeping debris in through one side and dumping it out the other side using a linear slide
mechanism with a box. This sketch also shows a drivetrain with wheels, which could possibly increase
our traction on the mountain due to the decreased surface area.
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Spontaneous members discussing tank treads as a feature of the robot. By using an obtusely angled
tread pattern, the robot should more easily navigate the debris on the field. As it drives over the blocks,
they will go under it instead of being dragged along in front. Having motors directly drive the tread allows
us to tighten them easily by rotating the motors in their brackets.
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#2 September 16, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Jeffrey Welling, Ben Bonham, Jaren Troxel, Brendon Bethany, Andre
Marroquin, Dominic Sabuco, Matthew Deer, Elizabeth Dorso, Sarah Nesler

Tasks

Reflections

1. Discuss robot features for scoring.

Reliably climbing that mountain on the field is
going to be one of the biggest challenges of
the competition, so a few mechanisms will be
needed to specialize in that task. Using many
wheels in the drivetrain, using unusually
shaped wheels, or using treads are the
options available to us.

2. Work on gate 3, the autonomous
sequence gate.

Discussed the various autonomous strategies
we could accomplish and which ones were
most likely to function consistently and score
large amounts of points.

The first progress made toward a drivetrain design. This shows the axles for the treads being driven at a
2:3 gear ratio (16tooth sprocket driving a 32tooth sprocket) for decreased speed but increased torque. A
DC motor gives 152 rpm, which means the sprockets would turn at about 100 rpm with this gearing.
Increasing the torque may not be necessary since we don’t expect the bot to weigh enough to require it.
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The beginning of the gates presentation. This slide demonstrates our understanding of the design
process and how we plan to follow it. To create all of our CAD models, we use either Creo or Solidworks
since they’re the easiest to use and can be easily analyzed.

Another screenshot of the gates presentation. Specifically, this is a slide from the software review section
that outlines how we plan to program our linear operation. Laying this out ahead of time makes it easier to
code later, as well as clarifies our thought process.
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#3 September 15-18, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:03 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Jeffrey Welling, Ben Botham, Matthew Deer, Dominic Sambuco, Jaren
Troxel, Michael Davis, Andre Marroquin, Brendon Bethany

Tasks

Reflections

1. Assign "gates" to team members in groups
with the goal of finishing 13 by Friday.

Gates 1 and 2 were given to the design and
build teams, and gate 3 was given to our
programming team. It was divided this way
because each of the gates requires different
skills to complete. Gate 4 will require all of our
team members.

2. Assign team members to main duties
(specialized jobs) and general captains
(those in charge of jobs like the EN).

Matt D, DS, and JT were set as builders, AM,
Brendon B, and Michael D were set as
programmers and Ben B, Michael D, and JW
were set as designers. JW, JT, Ben B and DS
were set as general captains of various
duties.

3. Team progress report and discussion of
the state of the team.

Gate 1 is basically complete and gate 2 and
3 are underway. Most of the team has
registered for STIMS but school insurance is
not taken care of for the majority of our
members. Those who have not completed a
biography will be interviewed for it. Also,
photos and video will be taken for the video at
the end of the season.

4. Finalize rough bot design for first
competition and order parts.

The team discussed a number of concepts to
deal with the challenges in this year’s game,
and we have decided on a few goals. There
will be treads to allow us to go up the
mountain, a linear lift to score in the mountain
baskets, and a surface to push debris into
floor goals.

Team 3123 Spontaneous Combustion

Left: A CAD drawing of how we plan to gear the sweeper to a 3:1 ratio (~450 rpm). Right: A drawing of a
device for turning shelters as our robot climbs the mountain. It would rotate and extend a bar to the side
of the robot.

A model of the plexiglass box for our linear slides. The sweeper would pull debris into this box, which
would then extend out to the mountain goals for scoring. A curved back end will allow the box to rotate
around the axle in the back without colliding with the linear slides. It is twelve inches from front to back.

The drivetrain we intend to build. The proper idler wheels and tread sprockets will be used in the actual
build. Angling the treads with an obtuse angle will push any debris under the robot instead of dragging it.
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#4 September 20, 2015
St. Petersburg College Library
Started Time: 3:30 PM
Ended Time: 5:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Michael Davis, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling

Tasks

Reflections

1. Discuss the possible game strategies and
designs and decide which is the best choice
regarding:
❖ Drivetrain
❖ Element collection
❖ Element deposition
❖ Autonomous scoring

Brendon, Michael, Andre and Jeff met in the
SPC library to discuss how we would score
early in the season and late in the season.
Discussed various prototypes and shared
ideas on how the robot can function
efficiently. Decided on a linear lift that can
rotate to effectively score in the different bins
at different angles.

Some of the concepting that was done at the Sunday meeting. This paper discusses what methods of
scoring are available and which one’s we plan on pursuing with our design. Scoring in the lower goals
was ultimately decided on since it would give us the best chance of scoring with a relatively simple
mechanism; the mechanisms could also be added onto for scoring climbers in autonomous.
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#5 September 21, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: [Not taken this day]

Tasks

Reflections

1. Discuss final design choices.
❖ What we want to do.
❖ How we want to do it.

The entire team seems pretty well informed
about what’s going on now, but finding a job
for all members is difficult. A good solution
seems to be to divide them up based on jobs.

2. Add field maps to autonomous gate to
explain summary better.

Drawing out the possible paths for linear
operation along with the functions at certain
points will greatly simplify future
programming. Google Slides is just as
versatile as Microsoft Powerpoint, making for
easy designing.

3. Begin building bot chassis according to
initial CAD drawing, perfecting it along the
way.

The frame has been built but the inventory
has to be taken before we can really work on
the drive system. Unless we have the parts
there’s no way we can build.

A picture of our progress on the drivetrain. We decided to build the treads lower to the ground, both to
save on tread material and to lower our center of gravity. This is especially useful when climbing and
going over debris, since it will prevent us from flipping over.
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Another screenshot from the gates presentation, this one from the concept review section where we begin
detailing the mechanisms we will be using for the first scrimmage. We also discuss the importance of
prototyping in this section. Building models gives designers a better idea of how the parts function
together as a whole, where major stress points are, how weight is distributed, and whether or not the
concepts actually function.

Another screen of Gate 2 that shows how the images are organized. A few of the CAD designs previously
shown are included in this presentation, along with most of the concept sketches we created earlier. Once
it was finished, we presented it to our teacher and mentors to get their input, and mostly supported the
design after asking a few questions about how we planned to score.
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#6 September 23, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Michael Davis, Jaren Troxel, Dominic Sambuco, Brendon Bethany, Elizabeth
Dorso, Matthew Deer, Jeffrey Welling

Tasks

Reflections

1. Construct drivetrain as far as possible with
available parts; find old parts that could be
useful.

Many of the currently available Tetrix parts in
our storeroom are modified in some way,
making it harder to use them. However, the
parts can still be put together in the way that
we want to if the design is well defined. The
assembly was insignificantly changed since
Monday.

2. Drive to businesses and recruit sponsors.

No immediate progress was made but we put
our name out there. After visiting ChickFilA
and Wendy’s the group decided to come back
to the meeting and help out.

The current CAD drawing of the design. It was actually built before we decided to finalize the obtuse tread
configuration; we also included a tension wheel along the path of the tread pads. Our class has a
package of rubber inserts that we can put into the treads for improved traction – an aspect of our
drivetrain that is especially important when climbing the ramp. To improve traction, we also discussed
including wheels somewhere on the design since the reduced surface area may offer an advantage.
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The top and side view of the CAD design. Our first pass at a sweeper was also included in these. A gear
ratio of 1:3 (120tooth gear driving a 40tooth gear) for the sweeper will provide us with plenty of RPM
(~450) to ensure that debris is quickly moved into the robot. The design for our linear lift/box was being
discussed at this point, and the sweeper was designed with the foresight to accommodate it.
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#7 September 21-25, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:03 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Michael Davis, Andre Marroquin, Dominic Sambuco, Jaren Troxel, Jeffrey
Welling, Matthew Deer, Ben Botham, Brendon Bethany

Tasks

Reflections

1. Introduce team to new organization
system; assign members to one of three
squads that specialize in separate tasks:
building, programming, designing.

The jobs were already divided earlier, but now
that more members are being added to the
team there needs to be some adjustments to
keep everyone working. A few members had
their tasks changed from before and there was
some confusion that was resolved.

2. Build subassemblies for various drivetrain
components.

There was a slightly different design at the
beginning of the week that required many of
our sprockets. A chain would be used to power
tread sprockets all around the tread path. This
idea was scrapped because we ordered idler
wheels instead – they roll on their own.

3. Research Android Studio (AS) and its
requirements for PTC to be compatible.

Members watched videos about how to use
the AS environment to program the FTC
robots, as well as how to set up AS for FTC. A
number of special parameters had to be set to
be compatible.

4. Build drivetrain according to CAD
drawings.

No problems came up specifically, but a few of
the parts have been modified slightly and we
don’t have to idler wheels for the treads. Our
basic design for the tread pattern was decided
on through actually building it.

5. Begin researching java tutorials to prepare
for programming the robot.

The programmers investigated the installation
of Java for AS, but found that the installation
process could not be completed. They also
read some of the USFIRST Programming
tutorial/guides to better understand some of
the programming process.

Team 3123 Spontaneous Combustion

The initial build of the linear slide mechanism. This will be used to deliver debris into the mountain goals
once a box is attached to it. By putting a few of these assemblies together, we can give ourselves a vast
reach, which would make it easier to score debris.

The scrapped subassembly of the tread sprocket. Besides not needing them, the design presents a few
issues. Since the inside sprocket is smaller than the outside, they would be spinning at different speeds,
which could make tread speed possibly difficult to manage. Also, if the chain deviates from its alignment
at all it could get stuck in the tread next to it.
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#8 September 28, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Dominic Sambuco, Brendon Bethany, Jaren Troxel, Jeffrey Welling, Andre
Marroquin, Ben Botham, Jordan Oyarce, Sarah Nestler, Matthew Deer

Tasks

Reflections

1. Drive to businesses to organize outreach
events.

Chickfila is giving us the opportunity to
participate in its local outreach event, where
10% of sales will go to the groups involved.
Ben apparently has some contacts there, so
we sent him to secure us a spot.

2. Demonstrate CAD process to design
recruits using Solidworks.

I (JW) didn’t anticipate that Solidworks would
have so many compatibility issues with the
Creo Tetrix parts (which is what is mainly
used), but I was able to obtain a good kit of
parts from Serious Business. I demonstrated
the basics of mating parts together to
assemble the robots in Solidworks.

3. Research basics of using Android Studio
with the FTC systems.

Andre figured out how to config the software
on one of the laptops we will be using, and
Sarah was introduced to the program. They
plan on watching videos and going along with
tutorials to learn the script.

4. Build drivetrain and prototype sweeper
mechanisms.

More work was done to get the sweeper just
right for the lift we have planned, and it seems
to be satisfactory at this point. Keeping it low
and far in front of the robot seems like the
safest choice, since we still are talking about
how to actually get the lift built. We’re pretty
close to finalizing the design.
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Dominic Sambuco and Jaren Troxel working on the sweeper prototype. It was attached with long, straight
brackets that would most likely get stuck in some other part of the robot, so we decided that it was best to
use a different mechanism.

The new sweeper attached to the drivetrain in CAD. This one is pushed up further on the robot and kept
low so that the material used to sweep doesn’t have to be as stiff to pull debris up. The box would be right
behind the reach of the sweeper arms, which are going to be about three inches long so that all types of
debris can be picked up.
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#9 September 30, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Andre Marroquin, Ben Botham, Jaren Troxel, Brendon Bethany, Jeffrey
Welling, Dominic Sambuco, Sarah Nestler, Matthew Deer

Tasks

Reflections

1. Get approval from mentors to build new
sweeper mechanism.

Pictures of the CAD drawings were sent to
one of the mentors and he gave us the
goahead for it. We do this with most of our
designs to make sure that what we are doing
is objectively viable.

2. Continue Android Studio training.

Andre showed Sarah some of the videos and
worked with her to create a training program.
They can begin programming the actual robot
once we get all the wiring done.

3. Finish disassembling old sweeper design.

The job was finished and all the parts were
put back in the right spot. There was a lot of
time put into the old system and taking it apart
took just as long. Since the mentors agree
that the new design is better there shouldn’t
be any more issues with it.
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Andre working on Android Studio with Sarah, who was off to Andre’s right. AS came packed with a few
tutorials they could follow. Online resources were also very valuable to them, as well as much more
indepth.
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#10 September 28-October 2, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:03 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Ben Botham, Dominic Sambuco, Jaren Troxel, Brendon Bethany, Jeffrey
Welling, Andre Marroquin, Matthew Deer

Tasks

Reflections

1. Prototype linear lift mechanism for robot;
locate parts that are necessary.

80/20 slide extrusions are being used for the
robot, and 12” cuts are required according to
some initial CAD drawings. We only have 16”
and 10” pieces, so they will be configured in a
way that that should still fit the robot and get
similar extension length.

2. More Android Studio practice.

The drivetrain was programmed for two
motors on each side with tank controls, but
can’t be tested until the treads arrive in the
mail. Programming was also completed for
the linear slide rotator we have planned.
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The builders and Andre working on various aspects of the robot. Android Studio is still being set up in this
picture and the sweeper is being taken off in the background.

Left: Andre doing his thing and Matthew working on an assembly for our linear slides. Right: Robart, the
temporary team mascot.
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#11 October 5, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Andre Marroquin, Dominic Sambuco, Jeffrey Welling, Jaren Troxel, Brendon
Bethany, Sarah Nestler, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Present gates to any members who were
not at the earlier, inclass meeting.

ED and SN were the only ones who weren’t at
the meeting during school, but it’s always
good to reinforce something as important as
this with the team. We talked about the new
design choices and why we chose them

2. Prototype linear slide box and rotator
mechanism.

The box is being made of paper poster board
that is cut to the exact dimensions of the
plexiglass box in the drawings (3.5” square).
Lbrackets were used to support the structure
and an extralong axle is being used to hold
its sides parallel. Poster board is being used
for the prototype since its so easy to work
with.

3. Adjust drivetrain assembly.

Some channels are not quite where they
need to be to optimize the design, so they
were moved to accommodate future plans.

The final CAD model (made in Creo) of the robot for competition; all the parts are correct this time and a
number of custom parts were added. A few channels need to be cut to a certain length in order to fit on
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correctly.

A back view of the design that better shows the general shape of the rotator mechanism. While most of
the weight is carried in the back of the robot, according to this design, extending the linear slides out will
shift it forward by a large margin. This could prevent us from flipping backward when climbing over
churros on the mountain. The linear slides are 12”.

Step 1: The right side of the robot has been removed for better visibility. The debris is in front of the robot
at this point, and the sweeper is engaged. The black wheel in the foreground is attached to the linear
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slides. It winds up a string attached to the box to hold it up, and lets the string loose to drop out the
contents. The sweeper arms will be constructed from surgical tubing.

Step 2: The sweeper pulls the debris up into the plexiglass box, which is attached to the linear slides. A
ramp may be attached behind the sweeper later to raise the debris up to the level of the box.
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Step 3: A motor powers the axle at the back of the robot through a chain, rotating the linear slide
mechanism. Debris stays in the box by the axle at the back of the box.

Step 4: A motor attached to the back of the slides extends the 80/20 extrusions through a pulley system.
The slides are powered by the motor at the base of the assembly, which winds up a string along the
slides.

33
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Step 5: A servo rotates the wheel and the box drops out its contents. To hold the linear slides when
they’re extended, an AndyMark NeveRest motor will be used if available. These motors are more
powerful than Tetrix DC motors by a noticeable margin, and should be enough.

#12 October 7, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Andre Marroquin, Dominic Sambuco, Jeffrey Welling, Brendon Bethany,
Sarah Nestler, Elizabeth Dorso, Jordan Oyarce

Tasks

Reflections

1. Resize chain for the linear slide rotator.

Unfortunately, our chain breaker broke, and
we had to resort to using a saw to cut the
chain to the right size. Zipties are being used
to hold the two ends together until the new
chain breaker arrives in the mail w/ the other
parts.

2. Fit axles onto drivetrain in preparation of
wheels.

The idler wheels will be in on Monday and it
would be good to be ready for them. We
began attaching axles with the other
components necessary to hold the wheel onto
the drivetrain.
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How we used a vice grip and saw to cut the chain to size (which took about three minutes to complete
when focused on). A new chain breaker has been ordered so we won’t need to do this anymore.

#13 October 5-9, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:03 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Ben Botham, Dominic Sambuco, Jaren Troxel, Brendon Bethany, Jeffrey
Welling, Andre Marroquin, Matthew Deer

Tasks

Reflections

1. Discuss gates and build readiness w/
team; brainstorm ideas for final touches to
assembly.

A test on our gates progress will be next
week, and it’s important that everyone is
aware of the design that we will be using. The
gates presentation was brought up on our
teacher’s Smartboard and discussed.
Everyone contributed to the ideas and
progress was made on the final assembly.

2. Attach prototyped linear lift mechanism to
the robot.

The only issue is the linear slides; they aren’t
the correct size. only extrusions of 10” and
16” are available to us and 12” are required. It
is possible to circumvent this by combining
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the available lengths, but some jerry rigging is
going to be required. The box may have to be
resized unless we can cut down a few 16”
pieces before the first competition.

3. Work on display for the first competition.

An idea to use LEDs and a plexiglass logo
are being bounced around, and designs are
being created in Solidworks. On a side note,
the tshirts for our team are in the process of
being printed by the computer graphics class
at our school.

4. Initial programming of the robot in Android
Studio.

Most of the linear operation can’t be done as
of right now, as that requires the testing of
encoder values that can only be confirmed by
actually running the drivetrain. The parts for it
should be in by Monday though and testing
can begin.
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Andre uploading the programming to the Android phones. This took a surprising amount of time, but we
eventually discovered that it took so long because of some compatibility issues between the laptop and
the phone’s software. This was fixed by reinstalling the FTC software on the phones.

#14 October 12, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Elizabeth Dorso, Andre Marroquin, Sarah
Nestler, Jordan Oyarce, Jaren Troxel, Jeffrey Welling

Tasks

Reflections

1. Add idler wheels to the robot for our
treads.

The builders could not find set screws, but
after looking in another box we found just
enough to attach our wheels. They had to be
scavenged from unused servos, but they still
work.

2. Take some more pictures of the team.

I was able to get some good photos and
made sure that everyone wore safety
goggles.

3. Acquire materials and begin building
display.

The plexiglass construction would take too
much time to make before our first
scrimmage, so a wooden backing with sheet
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metal and wooden lettering was decided on.

The logo template laid on the wood being used for the display. Our logo was printed out in a portrait
organization on two sheets of paper to get the full size needed – Microsoft Paint was very useful for this.

#15 October 14, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Andre Marroquin, Jaren Troxel, Jeffrey
Welling, Ben Botham, Sarah Nestler, Elizabeth Dorso, Jordan Oyarce

Tasks

Reflections

1. Put some rubber inserts into the treads.

The inserts are difficult to get into the slots
without some kind of lubricant, but all we had
available to use was some hand soap our
teacher happened to have. It actually turned
out to work pretty well, although the builders
probably spent 45 minutes on this alone.

2. Cut more logo pieces for the display, this
time in wood

A part of the display is going to be made in
wood that is then spray painted to be red and
black. The pieces were made using a
bandsaw and belt sanders. Unfortunately,
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there was no red spray paint in the
classroom, so somebody will have to bring
some in.

3. Get zipties on sweeper mechanism

Zipties will probably not be used for the final
sweeper build, but this is all we have time for
right now. There were about 30 zipties
attached around the axle. They didn’t fit very
well since they can only lock at certain
diameters, and they seem like they won’t be
very useful at the scrimmage.
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The wood being burned for the display; goggles and gloves were worn to prevent injury. An Envirolog, a
log made from recycled paper, was used and the process went fairly quickly. To transport the fragile piece
of wood to school, it was wrapped in multiple layers of newspaper.
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#16 October 12-16, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:03 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Andre Marroquin, Jaren Troxel, Jeffrey
Welling, Michael Davis, Ben Botham, Dominic Sambuco

Tasks

Reflections

1. Finish building robot to functional capacity;
add doohickies to linear slide.

The robot had a lot of work that still needed to
be done on it at the beginning of the week,
including wiring, optimization of the linear
slides, and construction of the treads. All of
this was completed by Friday. Stabilizing
bearings were added to the slides so they
wouldn’t bend as much when extended and
Caleb Long (Eisenschrek) helped the team
wire.

2. Cut and paint wooden display pieces; cut
and glue foil onto foam board display pieces.

Nobody had red spray paint at their house, so
we used orange instead; black paint was
available. The logo was enlarged and printed
using a normal inkjet printer, then cut out as a
stencil. This was used for both the foam
board and wooden parts. A bandsaw was
used to cut everything since that gave us the
most precise results, and sanders were used
to smoothen it all out.

3. Prepare Engineering Notebook for judges.

All the pages had been printed up already,
they just needed to be attached to each other
somehow. Brendon had the idea to punch a
hole through the corner and use a bolt to hold
the papers in place; it looks really cool.

4. Pack up for scrimmage tomorrow.

The group was brought together in the back
room to make sure we had everything for the
competition tomorrow.
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How the robot looked at the end of Friday; all wiring was complete at this point. There wasn’t enough time
available to make the box out of plexiglass like we wanted, so we used the cardboard prototype instead.

Jordan Oyarce attaching the other channel earlier this week. We had unscrewed a motor to access the
middle of the robot to put in a second chassis bar.
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The finished display for the scrimmage. Aluminum foil was used to make the metalliclooking parts. A lot
of the burnt parts were broken off over time, but it still looked just as good for its purpose.
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#17 October 17, 2015
Clearwater High School – Scrimmage
Started Time: 7:30 AM
Ended Time: 3:30 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Ben Botham, Elizabeth
Dorso, Sarah Nestler, Jordan Oyarce

Tasks

Reflections

1. Set up table for team and begin tuning
robot.

The robots arrived at Clearwater High a few
minutes after everyone else had showed up,
but there wasn’t too much time lost. All the
materials were laid out and we began
preparations around 7:50.

2. Test drivetrain and lift rotator
programming; touch up wiring.

The programming had to be transferred to the
phones, which took about 30 minutes to
finish. Once running, we discovered that our
robot was unable to get enough traction on
the ramp to climb up the mountain. The servo
on the linear slide was broken during testing
due to a design/programming flaw; we
basically rotated it too fast and smashed it
into the ground. We decided to remove the
entire assembly until a solution was found.

3. Watch FIRST Robotics presentation on
the new Java programming system.

The material was pretty basic, but it was good
for our team to understand where FTC wants
us to be at this point in the season.

4. Compete on the field.

Since we had to remove the linear slide
mechanism, there was no way to score in the
mountain goals. The drivetrain worked well on
the field and was able to navigate the debris
easily. The only way for us to score was by
pushing blocks into the floor goals and
parking partially on the ramp in endgame.
Also, our phone disconnected frequently
during gameplay which cost us valuable time
throughout the competition. However, our
robot’s design prevented us from flipping
once on the mountain. Overall, many aspects
need to be revised.
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The completed robot at competition; the wiring still had to be organized at this point but all the
programming and building was completed. We attached the signs by punching holes through.

The linear slide at our table before the incident; the servo on the far end is what was broken.
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The field crew driving at a match; Jordan Oyarce and Jeff Welling were drivers, and Brendon Bethany
was the couch.

A different angle of the finished robot at the scrimmage, with Elizabeth working on the treads in the
background and Sarah working on the programming.
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#18 October 21, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Michael
Davis, Sarah Nestler, Jordan Oyarce

Tasks

Reflections

1. Disassemble drivetrain and add extra
support to bottom channels

During the competition, we noticed that the
robot would twist along the central channel
when picked up. This can be easily fixed by
adding another bar to the inside, but
unfortunately there were issues. The only way
to get to the section we were modifying was
through a number of other assemblies that
had to be removed temporarily. Progress was
made in the disassembly, but no new parts
were built.

2. Start work on new display

The original display was pretty alright for the
scrimmage, but an updated one needs to be
made if we really want to stand out.
Plexiglass and LEDs are planned features.

3. Prototype new tread inserts that will be
designed to improve traction when using the
ramp

The rubber inserts included with the Max
Treads kit don’t do what they’re supposed to
very well, and are causing major issues when
trying to go up the ramp. Ideas of using
rubber tubing to beef up the grip are being
tossed around, and a prototype was started
but not finished due to lack of glue.
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Matthew Deer taking the sweeper off of the chassis so that new channels can be added.

The current design of the linear slides. The string that loops through the pulleys would flip off frequently,
so we attached some threaded, octagonal axles to the 80/20’s using bolts and washers.
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#19 October 26-30, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:05 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Michael
Davis, Dominic Sambuco, Ben Botham, Jaren Troxel

Tasks

Reflections

1. Begin working on a new display design

A few members of our team discussed what
we could make for a new display and we
came up with a pretty good design. We’re
going to make a flameshaped piece of
plexiglass and use LEDs to light it up. Our
logo will be printed onto some material in the
front and it can be supported by a simple
stand.

2. Plan new wiring layout

There were a few problems with how we
placed the wiring on the robot, so we began
figuring out what a good arrangement would
be. We had to include our normal Power
Distribution Module and all the motor
controllers. We need all four of the motor
controllers since there are eight motors on our
design, which may be an issue for space.

3. Improve linear slide design

Besides the issues with the servo, a few other
problems had to be addressed with the linear
slides. It sags too much when in a resting
position, so supports had to be added to the
sides. Existing structures on the robot made
this relatively easy since we could just bolt a
bracket onto the extrusion above a vertically
placed channel.
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Michael using a bandsaw to cut out some pieces for the display. The original pattern was made out of
paper and then traced on; this shows the initial sizing of the plexiglass.

The robot being flipped on its side for better access to the wiring.
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#20 November 2, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic
Sambuco, Ben Botham, Jaren Troxel

Tasks

Reflections

1. Begin repositioning the control modules on
the robot; take off old wiring

A lot of the meeting was spent removing the
old wiring from the robot so that the drivetrain
and lift could be worked on easier. No major
problems came up and we began to plan how
we wanted to place the modules and battery.

2. Install mechanism for flipping shelters on
the mountain

A very simple mechanism was installed on
the right side of the drivetrain so that we can
flip shelters while climbing the mountain. All it
is is servo with a 5inchlong octagonal axle
and a few spacer (with a total length of six
inches), all attached to a verticallyplaced
channel. This hasn’t been tested yet, but
there is a good chance that it will work.
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#21 November 9, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Matthew Deer, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic
Sambuco, Ben Botham, Jaren Troxel

Tasks

Reflections

1. Continue wiring the robot

We bolted down a lot of the power and control
modules and used plenty of zipties in the
process. There wasn’t any soldering tools
available, so we had to use electrical tape to
hold the wires together.

2. Test lift and evaluate its functionality

After testing, the team determined that the lift
could be moved forward to extend our reach
to the goal. We plan on getting this done next
meeting.

3. Start adding a motor to the lift for
increased resistance when lift is extended

When the lift is rotated upwards to a degree
less than ~80, the chain moves backwards
when stopped, making the lift go back down.
We had decided that the lift was too heavy
and that adding another motor to give it more
holding power was necessary.

Brendon working on the working on the wiring. Most of our modules were placed on a shelf on the bottom
of the robot, opposite the sweeper.
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#22 November 11, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco, Ben
Botham, Matthew Deer

Tasks

Reflections

1. Finish wiring the robot

Due to lack of foresight, a part of the wiring
turned out to be conflicting with the newly
added sweeper. We removed the part that
was getting in the way (keeping the wires
plugged in) and replaced it.

2. Attach the sweeper into its designated
spot and glue the tubes in place

Adding the mechanism caused a few
problems, as previous mentioned, but
everything else went as planned. It works fine
and goes at a high enough speed.

3. Bolt the fabricated ramp behind the
sweeper

A plate of sheet metal was added behind the
sweeper to bring debris up to the mouth of
our box.

The robot laying on its back. It was put into this position many times as we attached wiring and fixed the
issues that came up with the sweeper.
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Brendon and Matt working on the sweeper. The shelter flipper can be seen sticking out of the robot in the
foreground. The cutup rubber matting inserted into our treads can also be seen in this picture (explained
in next entry). We had to take the sweeper off a number of times in order to get to the wiring, which is why
it cannot be found in this picture.
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#23 November 9-13, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:05 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Ben Botham, Michael Davis

Tasks

Reflections

1. Create pinwheels to help the robot climb
the mountain; attach to robot

Climbing the mountain quickly is one of the
hardest things to do in this year's game, and
we have decided to use a specially designed
pinwheel to help us climb over the bars on the
mountain. These were laid out on paper and
then traced onto plywood for machining.

2. Insert additional rubber panels into treads
for increased traction

Having plenty of traction to even reach the
bars on the mountain is very important too. To
accomplish this, we cut up a rubber mat that
we bought into panels that slide into the
treads on our bot. This was tested and seems
to improve our ability to climb.

3. Attach rotating lift and evaluate operation

The lift’s functionality was difficult to
determine since all the wiring we did
conflicted with the placement of our lift. We
made some progress to resolve this but there
will need to be some work done at the
competition.
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The design for our pinwheels being traced onto plywood for cutting. The design was made using some
graphing paper and a pencil. The pinwheel shape was decided on because it could hook onto the churro
without pulling the robot down as it went over, allowing for decent maneuverability. Find a good place to
put the pinwheels may prove difficult, but a few ideas are being discussed, including extending the axle
on our tread sprockets out to spin the wheels as we drive.
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#24 November 14, 2015
Countryside High School
Started Time: 7:00 AM
Ended Time: 5:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Jordan Oyarce, Sarah Nestler, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Prepare notebook for judging.

All the pages for the All of the pages were
printed out and a binder was readied previous
to the competition, they just needed to be put
into the plastic sleeves of the binder.

2. Attach lift to robot

The wiring became a major issue as we
attempted to fix the lift onto the rotator. We
decided that there was just too many
problems to try solving at the competition, and
didn’t attach the lift for any of the matches.
Our drivetrain was fully functional.

3. Determine the cause of a major power
malfunction and repair it

After three matches, our robot suddenly and
totally stopped functioning. At first we thought
it was the legacy module and replaced that;
the robot still didn’t work. We tried replacing a
few key power cords; the robot still didn’t
work. After sitting on the field for two matches
and losing both, our team figured out that the
microusb on our phone cord had been
damaged. The meet was over at this point,
but I think we all learned how to troubleshoot
better.
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How our robot looked at competition with the lift removed. We figured that we could use the sweeper to
fling debris in front of us as we drive across the field, so not all was lost. Unfortunately, our drivetrain was
unable to climb the ramp even with the rubber matting inserts; the pinwheels could not be tested. All of
the electronics were functional, besides the incident midway through the competition.

Our team talking with Mrs. Winant about our robot. We discussed how to adapt our strategy to the
disfunctional robot, as well as possible solutions. In the end, there wasn’t much we could do for the lift
besides work on it between matches.
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The referees looking over our robot on the field after our electronics failed. They looked at it for about five
minutes and determined that we had to leave it alone for the match. We later discovered that the phone
cord had been damaged and that the legacy module wasn’t receiving power from it. This was easily fixed
once we got back to Seminole High, but there was no solution at the competition.

Simply a picture of our robot on the field at the Countryside competition. Our autonomous functioned fairly
well, but the vast amount of debris on the field made it difficult to navigate correctly.
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#25 November 16, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Jaren Troxel, Jordan
Oyarce, Elizabeth Dorso, Dominic Sambuco, Jordan Oyarce

Tasks

Reflections

1. Team discussion on issues at competition
and how to avoid future issues; determine
solutions to functionality problems

The team reflected on what exactly went
wrong at the meet, we decided on a few
specific points: we need to prepare the robot
for competition more efficiently and plan for
problems that could arise. We also
determined that more effort could made to
plan for our wiring.

2. Remove old wiring and replace control
modules with newer models

The old motor controllers require a legacy
module to function, which takes up valuable
space on the bot. By using the new motor
controllers, we can minimize our wiring.

This shows the placement of our motor controllers prior to replacement. The newer ones are smaller and
have a less complicated wiring system, so there shouldn’t be as many issues this time around.
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#26 November 18, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Design new pinwheels for robot; previous
design too small

The pinwheels we made to climb the
mountain are significantly smaller than we
need them to be. A larger model with a radius
of 3.5 inches was created in Solidworks by
Andre and printed out at a 1:1 ratio to trace it
directly onto the wood that we’re using.

2. Construct new box for lift mechanism; use
sheet metal and adjust measurements

The new box was designed to be ten inches
long – slightly shorter than the prototype box.
Brendon has special metalworking tools at
his house, so he’ll take care of that soon.

Michael and Jaren working on the new pinwheel design. After cutting them out and drilling the holes, we
needed to determine the best way to put them on. We initially thought about attaching them to the tread
sprockets (as previously mentioned) and couldn’t determine a better way, so we went along with it.
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#27 November 16-20, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:05 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Michael Davis, Ben Botham

Tasks

Reflections

1. Correct wiring issues by reducing need for
control modules and chaining motor controls

By daisychaining the motors for the
drivetrain, we can reduce our need for motor
controllers down to only three. This is
currently in progress and more work will need
to be done over the break

2. Add second motor to rotator mechanism to
increase power when lift is extended;
increased torque from increased distance is
too much for one motor to handle

After some testing, we figured out that using
just one motor for the rotator wasn’t enough
to hold the lift when extended. We made
progress toward including a second motor
onto the rotator. No problems arose.

3. Begin working on team video

Our team discussed how we want to organize
the video and present the ten key elements.
We decided to broadly base the structure on
the engineering design process, while still
including sections for our fundraising and
enthusiasm.

Jeff talking about the organization for the team video. We use the chalkboard to communicate with the
team in a number of ways. Laying out our video so that everyone can see was somewhat useful, but a
special group was eventually assigned the task.
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The state of the robot at the end of the week. The pinwheels were attached to the tread sprockets using a
cut axel and long bolts. The second motor was still being added at this point, but is on the far side of the
robot. It can be partially seen at the very top of the photo.

How we laid out the script for our video. We wrote out the ten points required and put down what parts of
our season fit into them. We also assigned certain people to lines once they were written out so that they
could be easily done in succession.
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#28 November 23-29, 2015 Summary
Rami Mouro’s House
Started Time: 12:00 PM
Ended Time: 6:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Jaren Troxel

Tasks

Reflections

1. Record voiceovers for the team video

Since we had the week off from school, our
robotics program brought all the robots and
supplies to Rami’s house. We had also
bought a good microphone for recording. The
script was mostly written up so we started
doing the voiceovers.

2. Discard rotator mechanism for lift and fix it
in place

There were too many problems getting the
motors working correctly for the lift rotator
idea. Present members decided to fix the lift
in place at an angle for the sake of time. This
would be tested as soon as rewiring was
completed.

3. Finish daisychaining drivetrain and test

Once wiring was complete, we tested a few of
the components. The lift functioned decently,
but a few small adjustments had to be made
to prevent the string for the winch and box
from becoming undone.
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The supports for the additional motor we were planning on adding in. Since the chain would have to go
around at a certain pattern, placing the second motor was difficult to do without conflicting with other
pieces.

Our robot at the end of Thanksgiving break. Once the lift was fixed into place, most of the other
mechanisms became much easier to work with. The lift was easier to remove if we had to, there was no
messy wiring to deal with, and the box no longer pressed into the base of our drivetrain. All of the parts
were inside the 18x18x18 cube when contracted. Sometimes, the string will skip off of the winch.
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#29 November 30, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Jordan Oyarce, Sarah Nestler, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Continue work on linear lift

Now that the lift is fixed, there are a few
issues that we can focus on. As the string for
our winch rotates around the spool, it would
sometimes become undone. By using
brackets and threaded axles we were able to
mostly prevent this from happening, but more
work can be done

2. Adjust programming to fit with new design

Since there are two less motors on our robot
the programming needed to be changed to
reflect that. Andre worked in Android Studio
and reconfigured the phones to give us the
results we needed.

3. Discuss video progress and any creative
ideas we want to include in it

There was originally a timeline for the video
setup on our chalkboard, but this wasn’t really
effective in its purpose. Instead we just talked
as a team and jotted down concepts to
include.

The inside of our robot without the rotating lift. There are much fewer wires to get tangled within and a
much more spacious design overall.
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The design of our linear lift at this point. The channel on the far side is attached to a tower of support
channels in the back of our robot. Once the 14” 80/20 slides are extended by pulling the winch for about
seven rotations, the servo on the end lowers the box to let out any debris inside.

The team working on the fixed lift. At this point, we were looking at how to put brackets around the winch
motor to prevent the string from skipping off of the wheel.
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#30 December 2, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Test the robot’s functions on the field and
determine any mechanical errors

Now that all the wiring is complete, our team
started testing on the field we have set up in
our robotics room. The drivetrain is very
effective on the field, but there are still traction
issues on the mountain. The lift works most of
the time, the only issue being that it will not
retract back into the robot at times. This can
be fixed by increasing the angle that it
extends at.

2. Apply solutions to issues on the field

We removed the lift and added a few more
brackets onto it to hold the string in place. We
also

3. Do a final check on the wiring.

They also checked the wiring of the robot to
make sure all the connections were
connected soundly.

Andre attaching the phone to the robot before testing. We lost the first phone holders that we got at the
start of the year, but Rami from Serious Business found a design online that he 3D printed in the class. All
three Seminole teams were using them at this point.
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A still from the video we took during testing. This shows the lift at its furthest extension as it drops debris
into the lowest mountain goal. Sometimes, the box needs to be brought up and back down again to get all
the contents out. This can be fixed by lubricating the inside of the box.
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#31 November 30-December 4, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:05 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Michael Davis, Ben Botham

Tasks

Reflections

1. Test the robot’s programming and
functionality.

Most of the mechanisms that we attached
work pretty well, but the sweeper doesn’t
consistently pull debris into the box. The
problem is probably the material we used for
the arms – it may be too stiff. The high rpm
combined with low flexibility makes the debris
skip around inside the box as the sweeper is
run. This was fixed by putting a net over the
box to prevent the contents from jumping out.

2. Fix problem with the winch losing the

As the string is pulled short on the linear
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string as it winds up.
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slides, it will sometimes skip off of the wheel.
This was fixed by putting guards on the side
of the wheel.

Another still from a video taken during testing. This shows how debris will sometimes skip out of the box
when running the sweeper. Since the sweeper is going at such a high rpm (~225 rpm), the collisions it
has with the debris can be too powerful at times. This could be fixed by changing the material of the
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sweeper arms, lowering the rpm, or adding a net around the top of the box to catch the contents before
they jump out (or a combination of these).

#32 December 7-11, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:05 AM
Ended Time: 11:51 AM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Michael Davis, Jordan Oyarce, Sarah Nestler, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Test and diagnose any issues with the
robot.

Since the bot was mostly finished upon our
return to the school, there wasn’t much else
to do besides test. We discovered that we still
couldn’t climb up the ramp easily, which is
probably an issue with either our field being
dirty (its right next to a machine shop) or our
treads aren’t fast enough. Since this couldn’t
be fixed quick enough for the next
competition, there would just have to be a
change in strategy – no more climbing the
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ramp.

2. Program and configure the robot.

This was fairly easy since Andre has gathered
a lot of experience over the course of the
season. No problems came up, but we had
difficulty finding a place to put our phone.

3. Designate drivers and give them practice
time.

For the competition, we decided to have
Jordan and Brendon drive and have Andre as
a couch. We chose this setup because
Jordan has a lot of experience driving from
last year, Brendon knows the robot really well,
and Andre is our resident programmer.

#33 December 12, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 6:00 AM
Ended Time: 6:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Matthew Deer, Jordan
Oyarce, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Set up gymnasium for competition and
move all of our materials into it.

Since we were hosting this meet, we needed
to set up all of the playing field elements and
tables for the teams, judges, and volunteers.
This also involved all the Seminole teams
laying out large tarps across the gym. Setup
took the first two hours of the day to
complete, but we got a table all to ourselves.

2. Test the linear operation (autonomous)

Andre had made up a program that we had
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programming on the practice field.

briefly tested on our field in class, but there
wasn’t any solid evidence that it would work.
We took it out for a minute on the practice
field and got it working, to some extent.

3. Repair sweeper mechanism between
matches.

In the middle of the day, the plastic arms of
our sweeper broke apart due to slits we made
for flexibility, and an emergency repair was
necessary. The team pulled together and we
were able to completely replace all the tubing
within the span of three or four matches (we
didn’t miss any).

4. Compete on the field of play.

The driver setup we decided on appeared to
work well. Our first few matches went
fantastically, and the rest went okay. Our
record at the end was 53, which, objectively,
wasn’t bad, but could be better.

5. Help other Seminole teams with their
robots.

Eisenshrek was having a hard time getting
their wiring together for one reason or
another, so Jeff and Brendon went over to
help them out.

Brendon attaching netting to the top of our box. This will prevent debris from jumping out of the box as the
sweeper runs. This was the most effective solution since lowering the sweeper speed might jam the arms
as debris gets caught beneath them.
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How our final robot looked for the competition. All that we needed to do at this point was screw on our
signs and pass through inspection. Everything checked out okay after we wrote up a bill of materials for
them.
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The overall setup of the gym. Spontaneous Combustion ended up placing in sixth place at the end of the
day due to some bad luck and a few incidents that resulted in our phones getting disconnected during the
match. It was an overall good day though – everyone went home tired, satisfied, or both.
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#34 December 14, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Matthew Deer, Jordan
Oyarce, Elizabeth Dorso

Tasks

Reflections

1. Restart design process for our robot to
generate an overall better design.

The latest competition was our best by far –
all of the mechanisms generally worked and
we got a good placement. There were a few
parts of our design that we looked into
improving by researching what other teams
created to score. We still looked at designs
for scoring debris, which seem to be the most
efficient.

2. Unpack all materials from the competition.

Hosting a competition helped us out in a few
ways, but the labor required was, at the least,
aggravating. We pulled up all the tarps on
Saturday and brought most of the stuff back
to the machine room then, as well. Organizing
all of it afterward was the hard part. We
dedicated a few people to it.
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#35 December 16, 2015
Seminole High School
Started Time: 1:45 PM
Ended Time: 3:00 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco

Tasks

Reflections

1. Research and prototype mechanisms for
the new robot design.

What we want to do requires us to complexly
string a linear slide chain to power out as well
as back in. Our team looked up how to do this
and found a method that used rack and
pinion, which we don’t have immediate
access to, unfortunately. We discussed this
with other Seminole teams and they said that
it was possible to emulate the mechanism.

2. Inventory available parts to create Creo
models of possible builds.

Jeff looked through all of our linear slides and
found that we had six 10” channels, which
would be adequate for what we needed.

The broad CAD model of what we planned to create for the next competition. On the end of the slides is
going to be a tilting box that can deliver the debris to the mountain goals. In total, the slides will extend out
about 30”. At the back will be a tall sweeper made from surgical tubing that can pull debris up to the box.
We decided to put treads in the front because they make it easiest to go over debris on the field, while the
wheels in the back provide traction as we go up the ramp.
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#36 December 14-18, 2015 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 11:05 PM
Ended Time: 11:51 PM
Members Present: Brendon Bethany, Andre Marroquin, Jeffrey Welling, Dominic Sambuco,
Jaren Troxel, Matthew Deer, Michael Davis

Tasks

Reflections

1. Disassemble previous robot to make way
for the new design.

In retrospect, this probably wasn’t a very
smart move. While we did need the parts for
the new design, there were more
subassemblies that needed to be tested
before we took this huge step. Making the
robot took about two and half months; taking
it apart took about a half hour.

2. Plan meetings over the break.

Once all the materials were packing into John
Kostamo’s (Eisenshrek) car, we decided to
bring them over to Rami Mouro’s house. He
would be available for most of break so we
could get plenty of build time.

3. Prototype assemblies to be included on
the next design.

We looked into including doors on the tilting
box to extend its reach, but the mechanisms
required were too complex to be created
quickly.
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#37 December 21-January 1, 2015-2016 Summary
Rami Mouro’s House
Started Time: 12:00 PM
Ended Time: 6:00 PM (usually)
Members Present: [Not taken today]

Tasks
1. Drill holes in PVC pipes for sweeper
mechanism; cut up surgical tubing.
2. Install new Plaction wheels from
AndyMark.
3. Gear and chain up the new sweeper
mechanism.
4. Construct box for end of linear slides.

Reflections
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#38 January 4, 2016 Summary
Seminole High School
Started Time: 5:00 PM
Ended Time: 7:00 PM
Members Present: [Not taken today]

Tasks
1.

Reflections
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RPM Calculations
Full power Tetrix DC motor rpm = 152 (~150)
Full power AndyMark NeveRest 20 motor rpm = 275315 (~300)
Tetrix motor gear ratios 
1:1 = ~150
1:2 = ~75

1:3 = ~50

1:4 = ~38

2:1 = ~300

2:2 = ~150

2:3 = ~100

2:4 = ~75

3:1 = ~450

3:2 = ~ 225

3:3 = ~150

3:4 = ~113

4:1 = ~600

4:2 = ~ 300

4:3 = ~ 200

4:4 = ~150

AndyMark motor gear ratios 
1:1 = ~300
1:2 = ~ 150
1:3 = ~ 100

1:4 = ~75

2:1 = ~ 600

2:2 = ~300

2:3 = ~ 200

2:4 = ~150

3:1 = ~ 900

3:2 = ~ 450

3:3 = ~300

3:4 = ~225

4:1 = ~ 1200

4:2 = ~ 600

4:3 = ~ 400

4:4 = ~300

Linear Slide Calculations
16” extrusion = 13” extension
14” extrusion = 11” extension
10” extrusion = 7” extension
7” x 6 = 42” extension
Our linear slides have a total extension of 42 inches on the current robot, which is more than
enough to reach the second goal on the mountain when two inches up the ramp. The reason
that extrusions don’t reach their full length is that they are held together with nylon bearings
between them, which each have a length of 1.5 inches. Each slide needs two, so therefore the
extension is always 3 inches less than the extrusion length.
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Our Mission Statement
Spontaneous Combustion is dedicated to the foundations of FIRST robotics. We show
this through our engineering process and Gracious Professionalism, as well as keeping good
documentation of our progress. Most of the team has specialized jobs that they solely contribute
to, while others have decided to take on greater responsibility and specialize in multiple tasks.
No matter what, though, our members practice healthy workplace habits and are dedicated to
the processes required to create a functional, durable, and smart robot.
Members
Breaking the team up into specific task groups allows us to take on a greater workload
than if everyone worked separately. Finishing our goals at meetings begins with presenting what
is expected. Clearly laying out what we need to do next gives our team a better sense of
direction as they work. Everyone is then sent off with their squad members to complete their
jobs. At the end of meetings, we come back together and share what we did and any issues that
came up. This data is logged for future entries into the Engineering Notebook, where it can be
better organized. We currently have ten members on the team, which make it hard to find
something for everyone to do. Laying out what needs to be done beforehand spreads out our
thought processes and allows for easier organization.
Locations
Most of our team meetings are held at Seminole High School. In there, we have access
to machines, tools, and materials that we frequently use to build our robot. Team members will
also bring the robot and some of the tools home with them to work on the robot over school
breaks and before competitions. Safety is one of main concerns, so goggles are always worn
and procedures are always followed.
Team Structure
Brendon Bethany
Andre Marroquin
Jeffrey Welling
Ben Botham
Michael Davis
Matthew Deer
Elizabeth Dorso
Sarah Nestler
Jordan Oyarce
Dominic Sambuco
Jaren Troxel

 Cocaptain / build team leader / driver
 Co captain / programming team leader / coach
 Overall captain / design team leader / notebook
 Build team / outreach / notebook
 Design team / spirit
 Build team / outreach
 Build team
 Programming team
 Design team / driver
 Build team
 Design team / driver
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Meetings
Meetings are held everyday in class for about fifty minutes and after school on Monday
and Wednesday from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm and 1:45 pm to 3:00 pm, respectively. Many of our
members are enrolled in the class. Those who aren’t can come to the meetings after school and
at student’s houses. At some after school meetings, we have mentors from local engineering
related businesses come in. Members from all teams at Seminole High School consult with
them and ask about any design issues they may have.
Team Goals
Our team researches, concepts, and prototypes designs before implementing them to
give us the best chance at making it to higher competitions as possible. The game this year is
very challenging, probably the most challenging of the last three or four years, but we’re
confident that we can create a competitive robot through good engineering practices and
intelligent designs. Throughout our journey, we will employ Gracious Professionalism toward
both the other teams at Seminole High School, as well as any other competitors we will face.
FTC will prepare us for future STEM opportunities and education.
Common Problems
While we have plenty of members, some may not have as much time to dedicate to the
team as others. Organizing what needs to be done makes it easier to deal with this. Funding is
also an issue since there isn’t a vast base of supporters at Seminole. We supplement this by
going out and initiating fundraisers ourselves; we also host competitions to save on league fees.
Taking on a challenging game like this one also adds a lot of stress to our design process, but a
good, fundamental understanding of it gives us a better chance at success.
Funding
Seminole Robotics has a number of sponsors, which can all be found on our league
judging video at www.youtube.com/watch?v=TS3H5YCQDEc. We also participate in events
held at local businesses. These include ChickFilA, Tropicana Fields, and Publix. Going on to
further competitions require more funding if we make it, and we have already factored that into
our overall budget. We visit some of our sponsors once our season is done to demonstrate what
we did over the course of the year. We also show software companies, like PTC, how we used
their software and receive grants from them.
Mentors
As previously mentioned, we have employees from local engineeringrelated businesses
come to after school meetings. Their experience in invaluable to us, since it gives us a better
idea of what issues to expect from certain design choices. Weighing the pros and cons of a
mechanism is very important to the overall design of our robot, see as any major additions could
affect the actual functionality of other devices.
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Future Plans
If we are successful in designing an effective robot, we may make it to states and
eventually worlds. Provided we make it that far, we will develop this notebook further. Once the
season is over, we will go around with our robot and demonstrate it to our sponsors. We also
reach out to local businesses to increase awareness of our program and hopefully inspire
younger students to participate at their school’s robotics program.
Team Spirit
Our team has created a display to denote our table at competitions. It was made from
materials found around our robotics room so that there wouldn’t be any additional costs. Spirit at
competitions is very important to the moral of our members. We have made signs that our
members can hold up in the stands when we are on the field.
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